Your future is made in Charlotte.
UNC Charlotte is the fastest growing university in North Carolina and was recently ranked one of the ten most innovative colleges in the country. Our large university with a small college feel, warm and sunny location, and outstanding academics are just a few reasons why students stake their claim at UNC Charlotte.
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DEGREE PROGRAMS

171 Bachelors | 65 Masters | 24 Doctoral

TOP 3 PRODUCER OF TEACHERS IN NC

PRODUCER OF COMPUTING DEGREES IN NC

#1 PRODUCER OF COMPUTING DEGREES IN NC

90% OF STUDENTS PARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH OR OTHER EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING

33,000+ ALUMNI NETWORK TO CONNECT WITH

96% NURSING NCLEX PASS RATE

PRODUCER OF TEACHERS IN NC

TOP 3
Hands-on Learning.

The nursing clinical lab develops skills through the use of simulated learning experiences with models, high-fidelity manikins, and peers when appropriate. This lab and many others across the academic programs enable students to practice in a safe environment and build confidence.

Autumn Little

Exercise Science

I had the opportunity to become an Emergency Medical Responder through my EMR course. During this course I learned many techniques, including CPR, taking blood pressure and pulse, and learning how to react quickly in an emergency situation. Learning these techniques are helping me pursue my career as a Physician Assistant.

Average Class Size: 35
Student-to-Faculty Ratio: 19:1

Studens Enrolled
29,000+
Freshman Class
4,000+
The connection to the city allows convenient access to uptown Charlotte for internships, performing arts, professional sporting events, festivals and other activities. Our LYNX Blue Line extension is revolutionary for students, staff, faculty, alumni and visitors.

NO. 3 BEST METRO FOR STEM JOB GROWTH
- Forbes, 2018

FORTUNE 500
300+
Firms in Charlotte

2ND LARGEST BANKING CAPITAL
In the United States

LIGHTRAIL
22 MIN RIDE TO THE CITY

DAILY CAMPUS STOPS
103 MILES TO THE CITY

STOPS
9 TO THE CITY

When I interned with Wells Fargo, it allowed me to work a 40 hour week to understand what corporate business was like in an entry level position with their home mortgage office. While I was there, I was able to network and learn about other departments within Wells Fargo by speaking with executives about their experience post graduation.
UNC Charlotte is North Carolina’s urban research university. Through programs, mentors, and connections, we encourage undergraduate students to connect with faculty and take part in research opportunities.

FINANCIAL AID

OCT 1: FAFSA OPENS
JAN 1: PRIORITY DEADLINE

75% OF UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS RECEIVED FINANCIAL AID

Don’t wait for an admission decision to apply for financial aid or scholarships.

SCHOLARSHIPS

APPLY FOR SCHOLARSHIPS AT: SCHOLARSHIPS.UNCC.EDU

Don’t wait for an admission decision to apply for financial aid or scholarships.

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

HONORS PROGRAMS
28

MERIT SCHOLARS PROGRAMS
4
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Living on campus introduced me to a diverse group of great people who have become my best friends. It allowed me to have the full university experience and find a sense of community. I had the opportunity to live in Levine hall, which offered private study spaces to ensure my academic success and personal development.
Plan your visit and discover all that UNC Charlotte and the City of Charlotte have to offer. Visit admissions.uncc.edu/visit to view our visit options. Get connected on social media by following @UNCCAdmissions on Facebook, Twitter, or Instagram.